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joshua madiba(20/3/1998)
 
Joshua madiba  was born in 1998 in a place called Lwakaka in uganda
He was a student of literature at Buwambo seed and mostly known by his stage
name Chris AkA jo2shua quest as a kid he loved music so much and at one time
he wanted to be a musician. he began his writings at the age of 12 years were he
wrote poems like by the clouds,16 at lwakaka and more others.
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16 At Lwakaka
 
I reminisce back in then.
I was a kid with no voice.
Smoking weed was the thing.
Left alone with no food.
No father, No mother left for grand mama.
At the streets of Lwakaka.
I became king of marble game at the age of 12.
Hurstling was the thing.
Because i had no voice i went on stealing.
So that I and Em can get what to eat.
I pray that i never steal again.
16 at Lwakaka.
When the society was against me.
Ask Em who witnessed my pain.
16 at Lwakaka
 
joshua madiba
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Ghetto Life
 
We grew when we were kids. we had nothing to feed on. I and Em hurtling on
the hood. itwas harsh i took on dope. keeping the liquor in my room. I couldn't
take to the roof. cause i was below the rim. And God ain't on my side. And all
people left us. cause we was poor. And  we had is grand mama. Who kept a
smile on our face. though we had nothing by then. she was still on our side.
ghetto life is hard, but we got hope of a better day.
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Lillian
 
Lillian of black skin.
Lillian of white nails.
Soft lips and dark eyes.
Black skin with curved thighs.
A smile of starry queens.
A slattern of nomad love.
with an azalea Afro hair style.
Betty her pseudo name.
Lillian of Lwakaka.
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Lillian 2
 
The soft hand touch that covers the winters coldness.
The weld eyes that fills the nightssky.
Her lips mature for osculates.
 
Lass of gross, cave of beauty.
Her soft voice, laden of love.
&quot;Agulu&quot;curves with neep nipples.
 
Creation of doom laden.
Covered with niqab,
but her beauty is seen in her words
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My Life
 
I have been industrious allover the world lost of love and left in pain.
Inevitable things have happened to me, but i have nothing to do.
The only person i had and loved suffered of plague.
Am just like a ray hideous to kill every thing that comes in my way.
I find naught people in a big rave.
They are all loquacious.
I have a hoarse voice that every one fears to talk to me.
Am just like a raven in the sky.
I grew up in the creche near the hamlet of Nangu.
My parents where in a distant after some time i had that they were dead.
Am left to quest on the lands of men.
To quench for my life that left my soul.
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Night And Day
 
The night reminds me of what happened in the past. The day reminds me of
what will happen in the future. Am surrounded by two events. That's night and
day. That keeps me holding the lid. A key to my life. That covers my eyes.
pretending that it's not there, but we are aliens on this world. it's a matter of
time. that i won't see it again. it's night and day. that covers my eyes
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Of The Past
 
No way through the roads that i pass.
No light infront of my life.
what was written is not done.
And what will be done is not supposed to be done.
Am of the past.
That can't apprehend the present.
Men of the world.
Travel to the sky.
That nights don't sleep.
Am of the past.
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The Fear In My Heart
 
The fear in my heart.
Is seen in my eyes.
It penetrates through my body
and trembles.
That even my friend.
Can't apprehend
Me.
 
 
The fear in my heart.
Is seen in my eyes.
That even the maji.
Can't apprehend
Me.
What they say is?
Ishould fend for my self
The fear in my heart.
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Untitled
 
The sky lays at the dark lane.
That stars don't gleamer at all.
The darker hood up holds the head.
That the nomad don't nead.
 
A symbol with a character of its self.
Through the lanes of Lwakaka.
Thus he was born.
gleamering nights don't sleep.
 
The black fiend's onic opened.
A strange creature filled with blood.
A leader of the nomad race.
Has come to live.
 
That what was said.
Is being done.
It has come to pass.
That he is born.
of the nomad race.
untitled up holds thee
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